European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Inland Waterways (ADN)

Draft amendments to the Regulations annexed to ADN

Corrigendum

1. Page 3, 1.2.1, after modification to definition of "piping for loading and unloading"

Does not concern the English text.

2. Page 5, 1.6.1.25

For Packages read Packages and overpacks

3. Page 5, 1.6.1.27

For special provision 363 read paragraph (a) of special provision 363

4. Page 5, 1.6.7.2.2.2, new entry for 7.2.3.20.1, third column

For Type C and G and Type N double hull tank vessels read For Type C and G tank vessels and Type N double hull tank vessels

5. Page 7, chapter 1.10

Insert

1.10.3 Delete the Note under the title

6. Page 8, in the amendment to 1.10.4

Insert

In the first sentence, replace "The requirements" by "Except for class 7, the requirements".
7. Page 15, 2.2.62.1.5.7
For 6.1.4 and 6.6.5 read 6.1.4 and 6.6.5 of ADR and for 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2 read 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2 of ADR

8. Page 23, 3.2.3, Explanatory note for column (20), 40, Note
For the existing text, substitute
NOTE: If the common vapour piping on board is not connected to a shore-based compensation or venting piping, then heating of the common vapour piping is not authorized.

9. Page 23, Table C, for entries with a reference to the flowchart
Insert 3494

10. Page 31, 3.2.3, Table C, new entries for UN Nos. 1010, 1011 and 1969, column (9)
Delete 3

11. Page 32, 3.2.3, Table C, new entries, UN No. 3082, column (2)
For (heavy heating oil) read (HEAVY HEATING OIL)

12. Page 33, Special Provision 207
For the existing text, substitute
SP 207 Before "moulding compounds" insert "plastics".

13. Page 36, Special Provision 363, paragraph (c)
For loaded in an orientation read orientated

14. Page 37, DS 659
For Column (11) of Table A in Chapter 3.2 read Column (11) of Table A in Chapter 3.2 of ADR

15. Page 38, DS 660 (a)

16. Page 39, after the amendment to 3.4.7
Does not concern the English text

17. Page 40, 5.1.2.1 (a), subparagraph (ii)
After marked with the UN number preceded by the letters "UN" insert as required for packages in 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2

18. Page 54, 9.3.X.40.1
Does not concern the English text